Assignments are subject to change with department needs.
Department Advisory Cmte | Ex officio: Hershfield, Lee, Maslov  
Term ends F23: Klimenko, Biswas, Blecha  
Term ends F22: Bartos, Hamlin, McGill  

Salary Review Cmte | Maslov (Chair)  
Term ends F22: Ray, Hamlin, Blecha  
Term ends F23: Korytov, Sullivan, Ingersent  

Inclusion, Diversity, & Equity Cmte | McGill (Chair), Meisel, Blecha, Saab, Weatherford, B. Xue  
CLAS Diversity Liaison | Meisel  
Awards Committee | Maslov, Mitselmakher, Tanner (Chair), Cheng  

**Center Directors**  
CCMS | Laroche  
IFT | Ramond  
IHEPA | Mitselmakher  
Microkelvin | Meisel  
QTP | Cheng  

**Seminars**  
Colloquium Cmte | Tanner (Chair), Avery, Matchev, Meisel, Saab, Stanton, B. Xue  
Astrophysics | Blecha, Fulda  
Condensed Matter / Biophysics | Dixit, Wang, X.X. Zhang  
High Energy | W. Xue  

**Miscellaneous**  
Commencement Marshals | Bartos, Biswas, Deserio, Fulda, Ramond, Sikivie, B. Xue, X.X. Zhang  
Faculty Meeting Recorder | Steinke  

**Mid-Tenure Review**  
Xue W. | Saab (Chair), Sikivie, Matchev  
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